
IBM Tivoli Monitoring PARMGEN Quick Reference

PARMGEN is a tool used for the configuration of IBM Tivoli Monitoring framework and 
monitoring agents on the z/OS platform.
This document gives a brief overview of some PARMGEN terminology and how to complete 
common tasks. It is NOT meant to be a comprehensive guide for which you should refer to 
the latest PARMGEN Reference manual. Comment, corrections and suggestions should be 
sent to Dave Ellis at ellisda@us.ibm.com.

SMP/E install

Use the Job Generator utility to create a custom dataset allocation job for installed products 
for target libs. Information on the Job Generator process is in the Program Directory of each 
product that supports it.

Run Time Environments

PARMGEN uses a concept of a 'run time environment' or RTE. 
Typically, an RTE consists of ALL the parts (datasets, parameters, started task JCLs etc) that 
are required to run all the configured components and product agents on a single z/OS LPAR.
You use the PARMGEN tool to configure an RTE.

PARMGEN Global JCL library

The PARMGEN process puts some utility jobs in here as well as an RTE specific member that 
contains system variable overrides. 

If using system variables then this library is also required in the startup JCL for each 
job/started task of the RTE, I.E. the agent address spaces etc; which means that you have to 
make it available to the target system along with all the RTE specific datasets. 

While you can create one global JCL library per RTE, after some time using PARMGEN and 
following recent changes to PARMGEN, I have come to the conclusion that it is better to just 
use a single common library for all RTEs.
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Configuration Scenarios

There are a multiple configuration scenarios that you need to be aware of because how you 
perform certain tasks within PARMGEN varies based on the host system configurations:

• Configuring an RTE on one system to be run on another system (with shared DASD)

Typically you would run the configuration jobs on a system other than the final target 
LPAR (a test system for example) where all the SMP/E install datasets area available. 
You will need to either hard code all parameter values or use system variable overrides 
corresponding to the target system if using system variables.
Since everything is shared across LPARS (run time datasets, system proclibs etc), 
deployment is as simple as copying the the run time JCL procs, VTAM definitions etc to 
system libraries and starting the started tasks on the target LPAR.

• Configuring an RTE when you can run the jobs on the target system (with shared DASD 
and spool).

This is almost identical to the above scenario except that if you are using system 
variables you do not need to use overrides as their values can be obtained from the 
run time system itself.

• Configuring an RTE for a system with no shared DASD and/or shared spool.

Option 1

Clone the SMP/E environment to the hosting system then run the definition jobs there. 
In this configuration you first of all need to unload all the SMP/E install environment (at 
least the SMP/E CSI and target libraries) from the system they were originally installed 
on and copy them over to the target system using whatever method you have 
available. 
You then proceed as for the shared environment above, running all the jobs on the 
target system.

Option 2

In this configuration you do all the RTE configuration work on the original SMP/E install 
system. You then unload all the RTE datasets (and global JCL library is using system 
variables) and transfer them to the target LPAR. 
There are additional consideration if using system variables



Main configuration Components

The following parts form the main configuration components of a PARMGEN maintained RTE:

hlq.WCONFIG library

This RTE specific library (it has the RTE name as part of the dataset name in the high level 
qualifier (hlq)) contains various configuration members including a member whose name is 
the RTE name, shown as WCONFIG(rte_name) throughout this document.

WCONFIG(rte_name) is the main configuration member for an RTE. Most of the RTE options 
are configured by editing this member.

WCONFIG($GBL$USR) contains alternative dataset names (and a few other options) for the 
standard datasets used by many IBM products and the environment. For Example. By default 
the RTEs started task JCL procedures will be placed in SYS1.PROCLIB. However you may 
want to the JCL to go to another proclib so you would find the appropriate parameter line 
(GBL_DSN_SYS1_PROCLIB  in this example) in this member, uncomment it and change the 
dataset name to whatever you wanted the PARMGEN process to use instead of the default.
Default parameter values for those not specified in $GBL$USR are obtained from the 
WCONFIG($GBL$IBM) member.

global_JCL library

Contains common jobs, control members and the system variables override members (same 
name as the currently selected RTE name). In this document global_JCL is the dataset name 
of the global JCL library

global_JCL(rte_name) contains user defined and override system variable settings for this 
RTE. This member is only used if you are using system variables within your RTE definition 
and you are overriding them  because this RTE is for a different target system than the one 
you are running the configuration jobs on.



System variables

To use system variables you need to set the RTE_SYSV_SYSVAR_FLAG to Y in the 
WCONFIG(rte_name) member.
Note. The names of some of the jobs shown on the menus will change depending upon the 
setting of this flag. When this parameter is set to Y, some or the menu option names include a 
'V' within the name, E.G. $PARSEV instead of $PARSE for step 10 on the main menu. This 
gives a direct visual indication to show if system variables are in use or not.

If you are running the jobs to configuring an RTE on a system other than the target one that it 
will run on, you have to hard code all the target system system var names as overrides (in the 
global JCL library rte_name member) and tell the PARMGEN process to use them instead of 
the local host ones (by coding Y for the RTE_X_SYSV_OVERRIDE_SYMBOLS parm in the 
WCONFIG(rte_name). 
On the target system the job includes a system variable resolution step that uses those 
values. As a result, when using system variable, you also have to make the global JCL library 
available to the target system as part of the RTE deployment.

In some places in the WCONFIG(rte_name) member you can use system variables (EG 
&sysname. for RTE_NAME) but  you have to hard code some values (EG RTE_NAMESV 
parameter for use by the PARMGEN process itself).

Note. System variable names must ALWAYS be coded with an ending period. The PARMGEN 
parser will not recognize them if the terminating period is omitted. 

global_JCL_library(rte_name)

This member contains system variable overrides for the RTE. It is required when you are 
configuring an RTE on a system other than the one that the RTE will run on and using system 
variables. You need to add a line for each system variable used in the RTE definition and it's 
value. EG:

SYSNAME                           S0HK    
SYSCLONE                          HK      

You also need to set the  RTE_X_SYSV_OVERRIDE_SYMBOLS parameter in the 
WCONFIG(rte_name) member to Y



Migration from icat maintained env to PARMGEN

Note .There are minimum service level requirements for products before they can be 
supported by PARMGEN. Consult the latest PARMGEN technote for these at :

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21417935

Unload the icat configuration using the icat utility menu.

Start PARMGEN by issuing:

EX 'hlq.TKANCUS' 

Enter the name of the new RTE in the RTE_NAME field and select option 1 to allocate the 
new RTE work datasets.
Select option 4 to load the work datasets.
Then select option 7 to convert the unloaded icat environment to the PARMGEN format.

Go to step 8:

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21417935


You WILL need to edit the RTE member (option1).

The $GBL$USR member contains the datasets of any standard datasets such as 
SYS1.MACLIB. You MAY need to edit this member to uncomment and change any entries 
that require names other than the defaults. Any values not found in this member are taken 
from the $GBL$IBM member in the WCONFIG.

You WILL need to edit the global JCL rte_name member  member (option 3) if using system 
variables and this RTE is for another LPAR and you cannot run the jobs on the target LPAR 
(because there is no shared DASD and/or no shared JES spool).

Once you have edited the configuration members, run the step 10, $PARSESV jobs to 
generate all the various parts and members.

Finally, you run the jobs under the step 11, SUBMIT menu to create and load everything.



Making Changes to an RTE

On the main menu, set the RTE name in the RTE_NAME field and press enter to switch to 
that RTE.
Select option 8 and make the required changes to either the WCONFIG(rte_name) member, 
the $GBL$USR member or the global JCL(rte_name) member as necessary.
Then select option 10 and run the parse jobs to reload the work datasets. If you know that 
what you changed only affects one dataset such as WKANSAMU then you just need to run 
the job for that dataset but running everything does no harm.

Then run the appropriate steps from the submit menu (step 11):

 
Typically this would just be the load steps such as 7 and 11 (more often than not, just step 11
).



Cloning an RTE

The easiest way to create a new run time environment (especially one that is essentially 
identical to an existing one) is to copy an existing one. 

One the main menu, enter the new RTE name in the RTE_NAME field and press enter to 
switch to it.
Select option 1, then in the first input field enter the full WCONFIG dataset name and member 
name of the RTE that you want to copy from:

Then run steps 3 (Clone customized WCONFIG members) and 4 (Update interim libraries 
and create profiles) from the main menu.

You must then run step 6 (Merge profile from model RTE) from the main menu to actually 
merge the settings from the old RTE into the new one.

Now go into option 8 (Customize PARMGEN configuration profiles) from the main menu and 
change any occurrences of the old RTE name to the new one in the 
WCONFIG(new_rte_name) member and make any other changes needed for the new 
environment.
You might also need to edit the global JCL(rte_name) member if using system variables to 
match the values used on the new RTE's target LPAR.
You might also need to edit the WCONFIG($GBL$USR) member if there are dataset name or 
other differences on the new target system from the one that was used as a model.

After that the process is the same as before, run the $PARSE jobs (if not using system 
variables) or the $PARSEV jobs (if using system variables) (option 10 from the main menu) 
and then the SUBMIT jobs (option 11 from the main menu) to create all the components for 
the new RTE.



The WCONFIG($VALRPT) member

If you are using system variables then this is a very useful member to review, especially if it 
appears that the wrong values are being substituted or a variable is not being resolved.

Accessing the $VALRPT member

The quickest way to access the $VALRPT member is to select “Customize PARMGEN 
configuration profiles” (option 8 from the main menu) for the RTE and then select option 7 to 
list the members in the RTE's WCONFIG library, then scroll down to the $VALRPT member 
and select it.

At the start of the output is a list of input datasets, E.G.:

                                        
The number assigned to each dataset is used to identify the input dataset and member in the 
error and substitution reports that follow.

There then follows three sections:

1. Parameter Validation Errors            
2. Parameter Values Changed from Defaults 
3. Components Configured in this RTE      

Parameter Validation Errors report

The error report shows the parameter name (RTE_TYPE in this example), dataset number (5 
in this case) and the line number (372) in this case of the input that caused the error. It also 
shows what should be coded when possible.
You can use this report to quickly identify configuration problems and correct them. You can 
run the KCIJPVAL step (step 9 from the main menu) to revalidate the parameters and 
recreate the report after making changes.



Parameter Values Changed from Defaults report

This shows each parameter that was changed, the source dataset number and line within the 
input member where the substitution occurred, the new value (top line) and the old value 
(bottom line).
This report enables you to see what values are being substituted into the various parameters.

Components Configured in this RTE report

This report enables you to check that all the expected components are actually being 
configured within the RTE. If an expected component is missing you can go back to the 
WCONFIG(rte_name) member and configure it.



Summary

Create an RTE by:

• Creating it from scratch in PARMGEN, or
• Migrating it from icat into PARMGEN, or
• Cloning an existing PARMGEN RTE.

To modify an RTE:

• Update the WCONFIG(rte_name) member (option 8 then 1 from the main menu), and/or
• Update the WCONFIG($GLB$USR) member (option 8 then 2 from the main menu), 

and/or
• Update the global jcl(rte_name) member (option 8 then 3 from the main menu).

Validate the changes (Option 9 from the main menu). Review WCONFIG($VALRPT) for errors 
(option 8 then 7 from the main menu to browse WCONFIG).

Submit the parse jobs (option 10 from the main menu).

Apply the changes (option 11 from the main menu).

Remember. Pretty much everything is driven by the parameter settings in the above three 
members in the WCONFIG and global JCL datasets. If things go wrong during the load 
process (Submit menu, option 11 on the main menu) such as JCL errors, things going to the 
wrong RTE or system datasets, parameters not being set correctly etc; then go back to the 
parameter members and check the parameter settings. Make changes, and rerun the parse 
and load jobs.
Don't forget. After making parameter changes you MUST run the $PARSE or $PARSEV jobs 
to apply the changes to the interim libraries before running the load jobs.
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